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When Judy Mozersky, a young, beautiful and vivacious university student, suffered a totally incapacitating
stroke at the age of nineteen, her plans and dreams were shattered and her life could not have looked
grimmer. Unable to move or speak, but with the thinking part of her brain unaffected, Judy was LOCKED IN
a body she could no longer control. Yet she defied the predictions of doctors who thought she would never
be able to breathe on her own or leave a hospital setting of total dependency. Five years after her stroke, she
lives in her own apartment in Ottawa, is learning to operate a computer, and takes a lively interest in the
world around her. This is her story, told in her own words: words "blinked" out letter by letter in a feat of
remarkable courage and determination. It is also an inspiring look at a close and devoted family offering its
support and coming to terms with a terrible tragedy.
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From reader reviews:

Eden Davis:

Book will be written, printed, or highlighted for everything. You can learn everything you want by a book.
Book has a different type. We all know that that book is important factor to bring us around the world.
Adjacent to that you can your reading ability was fluently. A guide Locked In will make you to always be
smarter. You can feel far more confidence if you can know about every little thing. But some of you think
that will open or reading a book make you bored. It's not make you fun. Why they might be thought like
that? Have you trying to find best book or ideal book with you?

Marvin Murphy:

This Locked In usually are reliable for you who want to be a successful person, why. The reason of this
Locked In can be one of several great books you must have is definitely giving you more than just simple
reading food but feed a person with information that probably will shock your previous knowledge. This
book is handy, you can bring it just about everywhere and whenever your conditions at e-book and printed
versions. Beside that this Locked In giving you an enormous of experience including rich vocabulary, giving
you trial run of critical thinking that could it useful in your day exercise. So , let's have it and luxuriate in
reading.

Gregory Rivera:

Do you have something that you want such as book? The guide lovers usually prefer to decide on book like
comic, short story and the biggest an example may be novel. Now, why not hoping Locked In that give your
pleasure preference will be satisfied through reading this book. Reading behavior all over the world can be
said as the opportunity for people to know world considerably better then how they react towards the world.
It can't be explained constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky particular person but for all of you
who wants to become success person. So , for all you who want to start examining as your good habit, you
are able to pick Locked In become your own personal starter.

Kelly Cruz:

Reading a book being new life style in this 12 months; every people loves to read a book. When you go
through a book you can get a great deal of benefit. When you read books, you can improve your knowledge,
simply because book has a lot of information into it. The information that you will get depend on what kinds
of book that you have read. If you need to get information about your research, you can read education
books, but if you act like you want to entertain yourself read a fiction books, this kind of us novel, comics, in
addition to soon. The Locked In will give you a new experience in studying a book.
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